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In this work, results from several studies were collected with the aim of giving a broad insight about this 
premature failure. Indeed, the initial stages of research focused on developing a test method to accelerate the 
generation of WEC and subsurface cracks in bearing steels are presented. To this end, artificially preloaded 
hydrogen is used. This method would allow the study of non-destructive analysis techniques, the testing of 
coatings that prevent the hydrogen diffusion in steels, as well as the study of the initial stages of subsurface 
crack formation. 
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1. Introduction 

Rolling element bearings are undergone unfavorable 
work conditions in wind turbine gearboxes. Thus, they 
suffer a premature failure mode, which is driven by 
subsurface early cracks and it entails a reduction of a 1-
20 % of the bearing’s life, hence the wind turbine lifetime 
is reduced from the estimated 20 years to less than 2 years 
[1]. WEC morphologies appear to be connected to this 
failure mode, however, a clear understanding has not 
been reached yet among the scientific community. WEC 
failure consists of networks of microcracks connected 
with microstructural alterations, called “White Etching 
Area” (WEA). Several factors such as non-metallic 
inclusions, hydrogen, overloads, sliding kinematics, 
inefficient lubrication or passage of residual electrical 
currents have been proposed as WEC drivers.  
The premature reproduction of WEC morphologies 
similar to those found in failed field bearings could help 
to understand how quickly these crack networks form and 
propagate under specific accelerators.  

2. Methodology 

Several trials in Disc on Disc tribometer under transient 
conditions were conducted in order to reproduce WEC in 
hydrogen precharged discs. After testing a full 
metallographic analysis was carried out. For hydrogen 
uptake, discs were immersed in sulfuric acid (𝐻2𝑆𝑂4) 
(0,1 mol/l) solution and potassium thiocyanate (KSCN) 
(1g/l) under a -1.2 V potential for 4 h [2]. 

 

 
Figure 1: WEC trialxial branching formation in a 

circumferential section from tested disc 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Non-hydrogen pre-charged test 
Despite transient conditions were in line with those used 
in bibliography, no WEC nor superficial failure was 
detected in test without hydrogen uptake. Authors 
consider the number of cycles was not enough to 
reproduce this failure mode, as the premature failure 
found in literature was up to 28.5 million of cycles [3] 
and the test presented herein only last 1.01 million of 
cycles.  

3.2. Hydrogen pre-charging tests 

Hydrogen pre-charging tests resulted in surface and 
subsurface damage. At subsurface level, several WECs 
and cracks were identified. It is of interest to note the 
great similarity between WEC from the field bearings [4] 
and those generated under laboratory conditions in the 
tests presented herein. Likewise, noticing the few cycles 
needed to reproduce WEC by this methodology. This test 
methodology allows to study the early stage of surface 
and subsurface crack formation and propagation, as well 
as the study of new nondestructive analysis techniques or 
the influence of hydrogen in steel and coatings against 
this phenomenon. It is of interest to note that in one of the 
tests conducted WEC was reproduced without superficial 
damage and only 0,6 million of cycles were needed. 
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